The normal Moore space conjecture asserts that normal Moore spaces are metrizable. Nyikos has proven the consistency (from the existence of a strongly compact cardinal) of the conjecture holding and Fleissner has proven that at least a measurable cardinal is needed to prove the consistency.
The normal Moore space conjecture asserts that normal Moore spaces are metrizable. Nyikos has proven the consistency (from the existence of a strongly compact cardinal) of the conjecture holding and Fleissner has proven that at least a measurable cardinal is needed to prove the consistency.
Although extremely elegant, Nyikos' proof relies on Kunen's proof of the consistency of the product measure exrension axiom and does not lend itself to other applications.
In this paper we first present the groundwork for iterated forcing and reflection type proofs from the assumption of a supercompact cardinal. We then use this technology to give a proof of the normal Moore space conjecture as well as several other similar results which use a variation of the proof. In a metric space, the sequence of collections of balls of radius l/n has this property. However, as will become clear, the normal Moore space conjecture has very little to do with Moore spaces.
AMS (MOS)
Set theory had early intruded into the study of the conjecture; in 1937 Jones proved that 2Ko<2nl implies separable normal Moore spaces are metrizable [9] , while in 1967 results of Bing [l] and Solovay [15] led to Silver's example [21] of a normal nonmetrizable Moore space from Martin's axiom plus the negation of the continuum hypothesis. Nonetheless it still came as a shock when work of Kunen [ll] and Nyikos [16] proved that the consistency of the existence of a strongly compact cardinal entailed the consistency of the conjecture. This was followed by
Fleissner's proof [6] that large cardinals-in particular, measurable ones-were indeed needed to prove the consistency of the conjecture. Despite its solution, the conjecture has continued unabatedly stimulating research on a host of related problems (see e.g. the survey [23] ). Moreover, the solution of Kunen and Nyikos was in many respects unsatisfying.
It consisted of two parts: first of all, by extending Solovay's proof [20] of the equiconsistency of measurable and real-valued measurable cardinals, Kunen [ll] established, relative to the consistency of a strongly compact cardinal, the consistency of the product measure extension axiom, which asserts that for any cardinal A the product measure on 2" can be extended to a c-additive total measure. The proof is quite long and set-theoretically sophisticated and has only recently appeared in print [7] . In contrast, the proof of Nyikos that PMEA implies the normal Moore space conjecture is only one paragraph long! The upshot is that it is unclear what the set-theoretic machinery developed by Solovay and Kunen has to do with the topological problem. It is also unclear whether the use of measure theory is necessary or just an artifact. This is not just an esthetic question; there are a number of topologically plausible cardinal generalizations of the normal Moore space conjecture which are apparently unobtainable by measuretheoretic methods because of the dependence of those methods upon the continuum. In this paper we shall present the first "natural" proof of the consistency of the normal Moore space conjecture, assuming the consistency of a supercompact cardinal.
The assumption of a slightly larger (avoidable with a bit more work) cardinal is more than compensated for by a proof that needs no measure theoryindeed can be done with Cohen reals-generalizes easily to higher cardinals, and is conceptually transparent. Bing [l] had shown that the metrizability of a normal Moore space is equivalent to its collectionwise normality-a strengthening of normality which asserts that given any arbitrary collection of disjoint closed sets {Fa}atA such that the union of any subcollection is closed (such a collection is said to be discrete) there exists a collection of disjoint open sets { Ua}atA such that F, G U,. (Such a collection of open sets is called a separation of the discrete collection.)
For the nontopologist, we note that just as normality is equivalent to the Tietze extension theorem, collectionwise normality is equivalent to being able to extend Banach-space-valued functions from a closed set to the whole space [18] . What we prove essentially is that for "reasonable" topological properties @ and iterations P of large cardinal K length, that if a topological space of character < K satisfies 0, so does some subspace of X of cardinality <K, provided @ is preserved by the forcing. Although we state the reflection in a topological setting, minor modifications will yield proofs of reflection in e.g. algebraic or graph-theoretic contexts. We actually give two treatments of reflection; the one outlined above uses a supercompact cardinal, while a weaker one that only works for objects of size SK uses a weakly compact cardinal.
In order to meet publishing requirements, our original manuscript has been divided in two; weak compact reflection appears in the second part [5] . In addition to applications to the normal Moore space problem, we use reflection to prove it consistent, assuming the consistency of a supercompact cardinal, that if a space of character <c has all subspaces of cardinality <c metrizable, then it is metrizable.
Assuming the consistency of a weakly compact cardinal, one can obtain the same result for spaces of cardinality SC.
Results such as these are straightforward if c is replaced by a supercompact (respectively, weakly compact) cardinal. In order to obtain such reflection at small cardinals, in addition to the general machinery of iterated forcing plus reflection there is needed for each particular problem what is known as a preservation lemma. For example, in the metrizability example one must prove that "not metrizable" is preserved by adding Cohen reals.
The following lemma highlights the role of character and preservation.
We have found it useful in a variety of contexts and expect other topologists will as well. Precise definitions and a proof are given in Section 2.
Lemma 0.0. Suppose that @ and !T are local and structural topological properties. Despite the attractiveness of the iteration technique, it is not clear how to get from it a result that follows easily by measure extension techniques, namely the consistency (without large cardinals) of normal spaces of weight SK, being collectionwise normal [22] . The difficulty is that the space (say of cardinality 2"o) may not appear at an initial stage. We shall indeed prove this result in [5] using Cohen reals and some filter combinatorics.
The same method gives another natural proof of the consistency of the normal Moore space conjecture which only requires a strongly compact cardinal, avoids elementary embeddings, and provides a quick path to the solution for those less interested in more generally applicable techniques. They need only read the proofs of Lemmas 1.0-1.3, and Theorems 1. 4, 6.2, and 6.3 (these last two in [5] ).
We have introduced our subject at perhaps inordinate length because we want to both make the proofs intelligible to topologists and the problems attractive to set-theorists.
Our notation is standard; our basic set-theoretic references are [12] for forcing and [lo] 
The <K case
Before embarking on the consistency proof, we pause to state two lemmas, which ire special cases of results found in Dow [2] . We include the shorter proofs available n these special cases.
Definition. If S is a set, let Fn(S, 2) denote the set of all finite partial functions from S into (0, l}, partially ordered by inclusion. The family 3? is called an endowment. If we want to emphasize the dependence m n, we call it an n-dowment.
'roof. Let A be a fixed maximal antichain and set j, = n. For each 1 s i G n recurively obtain F, from Lemma 1.0 using mi =j, + * * . +ji, where in turn j,,, is the argest size of the domain of a function in F;. We now obtain a member of 3 as
In fact we define 3 to be the family of all such L obtained from all such maximal ntichains and all such sequences of Fj. Now for any f E Fn(S, 2) with domain of size n and any n-element subset 3' c 3,
is minimal among this set. We can now verify (ii) by choosing recursively for each 1 s ks n, any g, E Fk( Lk) such that Mg,,..., gk} has a lower bound. This completes the proof. 0
For X a topological space and 9 a discrete collection of subsets of X, we have previously defined what it means for 9 to be separated. We define 9 to be normalized if for each 9'~ 9 there exist disjoint open sets U and V containing lJ 9' and U (9 -9') respectively. Of course, if 9 is separated, then 9 is normalized. Now suppose (X, 5) is a topological space in a model of set theory V. Suppose further that G is a generic subset of some partial order P in V. In V[G] we may find that 9 is no longer closed under arbitrary unions. However 9 is still nevertheless a basis for a topology 9(G) on X in V[G]. If 9 is in V, it is thus meaningful to make such statements as "3 is normalized
We spoke in the introduction about preservation lemmas; the following result tells us that "unseparated" is preserved by adding Cohen reals. The crucial point of this proof was the "representation" of a neighbourhood assignment in the extension by one in the ground model. Because of the endowment, the latter in effect refined the former regardless of what it "really" was.
With a bit more effort, the proof of Lemma 1.2 works even when the collection is only normalized rather than separated: Definition. Let x be a point in a space X. Define x(x, X), the character of x E X to be the least cardinal of a neighbourhood base at x. x(X), the character of X, is sup{x(x, X): x E X}. i(X) = the least cardinal ,y such that x(x, X) <x for all x E X.
The next theorem shows that if c is the cardinality of the continuum, then it is relatively consistent that every normal space of size <c and character <c is collectionwise normal. Proof. In V[G] let 9 be a discrete family of subsets of X with IU 94 < K. Because 1l-J 9y( < K and each member of U 9 has a neighbourhood base of cardinality less than K, we can pick fewer than K points, one in each pairwise intersection of basic open sets about members of lJ 9. These points plus l_, 9 form a subspace X' of X of cardinality less than K such that 9 is separated in X' if and only if it is separated in X. Thus without loss of generality we may assume that 1X1< K. Let W be a basis for X of size less than K.
Standard arguments involving the Cohen partial order allow us to find a and that is sufficient to separate closed sets, by the proof that paracompactness implies collectionwise normality. This is indeed how our original proof went. To be precise, first for any condition q and y E S define qy (q "flipped" at y) to be q -{(y, q(y))} u {(y, 1 -q(y))} if y E dom q, and q otherwise. An elementary density argument establishes that we can insist that for r E A,,, not only does r force a particular neighbourhood of y E Y,, U,, to be included in U,, but that ry does likewise for a UT as well. Define s can be extended to a t with t(y) # t( y') and so V, n V,, = 0. Ifs(y) = s( y'), s's r, ' and the same argument works except if y E dom rY', in which case r,, and rYP are not compatible.
Thus we get disjointness except possibly for finitely many indices. Aside from exposing the parallel with the local countability proof, the reason we mention what may seem to be an inferior argument (in that it gives local finiteness rather than disjointness immediately) is that this proof does not utilize the clause in the definition of the endowment that says we can meet conditions of size sn. In the search for a consistency proof of the normal Moore space conjecture with 2K~ = KZ, the fact that one can get away with a weaker notion of endowment may prove useful.
Supercompact reflection
In this section we develop the general machinery for reflection arguments using forcing and supercompact cardinals. We follow current set-theoretic fashion-those who object to the fact that some of our arguments are not formalizable in ZFC are referred to the texts, where it is shown how to overcome such difficulties via circumlocutions.
Recall that an injection j from a model V into a model A4 (of the same language) is said to be an elementary embedding if for each n, for every formula @ with n free variables, and any n elements xi,. . . Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from the elementarity of j and as well gives the "2" parts of (ii) and (iii).
To finish the proof of part (ii) note that if x E j"B, then x = j( b) for some b E B. If in addition j(b) E j(A), then b E A and hence x E j"A.
To finish the proof of part (iii), fix p = IAl and a surjection f: p + A. We have for all (Y E p. To this end simply note that for cr E p, by elementarity
j(f(a)) = (j(f ))(j(o)) = (j(f ))(a).
The proof of part (iv) is an easy induction on the rank of a. 0
We now want to infuse j into forcing machinery. The following known result gives a useful condition for extending an elementary embedding to a generic extension.
Proposition 2.1. Let j be an elementary embedding from V into a transitive class M.

Suppose G is P-generic over Vand G* is j( P) -generic over M. Ifp E G implies j( p) E G* for all p E P, then j extends to an elementary embedding j : V[ G] + M[ G*].
Proof. For any P-name 7 such that x = val( 7, G) we define j'(x) = val(j(r), G*).
3 is defined on all of V[G]; we shall show it is elementary. This will prove it is well defined since it will preserve equality. Let @(ul, . . . , u,) be a formula, x) )', G") =j(x) for x E V, J extends j. q Proposition 2.1 begs the question: What conditions need to be imposed on P so that a P-generic G will yield a j(P)-generic G* such that p E G implies j(p) E G*? There are two popular circumstances under which this can be accomplished.
Proposition 2.2. Let j: V+ M be an elementary embedding with critical point K. Let G be P-generic over V. Then there is a G", j( P) -generic over M, such that p E G implies j(p) E G" zfj( P) is equivalent to (i.e., yields the same extension as) j"P * Q for some Q (call it "j(P)/j"P"), and there is a master condition m E Q such that if H is any Q-generic over M[ G] set containing m, then p E G implies j(p) E G * H (which we take to be G"). In particular, this is true if P is K-CC.
Proof. The proof is immediate except for the last sentence. For that, note that j" completely embeds P into j(P). To see this, observe that it suffices to show j" takes a maximal antichain of P to a maximal antichain of j( P). j( A) is a maximal antichain by elementarity, but because IA] < K, j(A) = j"A. Since j" completely embeds P in j(P), there is a name 0 for a partial order such that j(P) is equivalent to j"P * Q. (See [12, Exercise VII.DS] for these standard facts.) If G is P-generic over V, j"G is j"P-generic over V. We can then take H val(O, j"G)-generic over V[j"G] and let G* = j"G * H. Then G* is j(P)-generic over V and hence over M. By constructionidentifying j"P with {(j(p), 1) E j"P * Q: p E P}-we have that p E G implies j(p) E G*. 0
The question of which partial orders have master conditions is a difficult one.
Identifying P with {(p, 1) E P * Q: p E P}, we see that if j"P = P (e.g. when P E V,), then 1 is a master condition. is closed under A-sequences, A > /PI, and j(P)/j"P is A-directed closed, by taking in effect a lower bound for G. Since we do not need anything so fancy in this article, we suggest that the reader who wishes to pursue this further should start by reading Section 25 of [lo] and Silver's consistency proof for the GCH failing at a measurable in [S]. Proof. Let G be P-generic over V Let Z be a topological structure in V[ G] such that
ChooseP>]PIsuchthat9(9'(B(B(9'(9(X))))))n V To finish the proof we need to show that the subspace topology on X given by ;(%I) is included in the topology on X generated by 6.
GivenJ(x)EX,let{B,},+, be a neighbourhood base at x, so that in &, { j;'B,}, <P is a neighbourhood base at J(x). Also, by elementarity, { y( II,)} oI <ic P) is a neighbourhood base at y(x) in j"( 2). But p < K so j'( p) = p, and by Lemma 2.O(ii), y( B,) = X = J?&. Thus {j;lBa}a<p = {J(B,) n Z'), <&) and so %' is a subspace of j(a). This finishes the proof. 0
The reader can now easily obtain Lemma 0.0 as a corollary. Having developed our general machinery, we now specialize to Cohen reals and rapidly prove the desired results about collectionwise normality. Proof. Standard facts about Cohen forcing and elementarity will be used to apply Lemma 2.4 to Fn( K, 2). j( Fn( K, 2)) is just Fn( j( K), 2) and
So Q = Fn( j( K) -K, 2) and the master condition is 1.
We now obtain the conclusion from Lemma 2. Proof. Of course K = c in this model. We first use the previous theorem with Q(Z)
as "Z = (X, 93, 9) and 9 is a discrete collection which cannot be separated in the topology on X generated by 53". This property is easily seen to be local and structural. Furthermore, by the earlier Lemma 1.3, for any j_~, @ is preserved by Fn(p, 2). Now suppose V[ G] + "2 = (X, %,9) and 3 generates a normal topology with i s K on X in which 9 is a discrete collection which is not separated".
Then by the theorem we have
) is a topological substructure of % with IX'] < K and 9 is a discrete collection which is not separated in the subspace X"'.
But since 9' = { Y n X': YE 3) and 3 generates a normal topology on X, the fact that 9 is normalized in X means that 3' is normalized in X. We then have V[ G] + "2 = (X, 3, 9) and 3 generates a topology on X with i s K in which 3' is a discrete collection with union of size less than K which is normalized but not separated".
This, of course contradicts the previous Theorem 1.4 and the conclusion follows. q
Variations on the theme
In this section we make a variety of observations on the proof just concluded.
Remark 3.0. The generality of the results we have proved in Section 2 is not gratuitous, even if one were only interested in normality versus collectionwise normality.
One can obtain a variety of results in this area by Mitchell-collapsing a supercompact.
The preservation arguments are different but the general reflection machinery applies. In this case one is for once not doing simple product forcing. Let us assume that K is supercompact and leave the modifications as in Remark 3.1 to the reader. We shall force with Fn(K, 2, w,), the collection of countable partial functions from w, into (0, l}, ordered by reverse inclusion. All the results of Section 2 hold providing that we prove Lemma 1.2 for P-spaces and Fn(S, 2, w,). Conditions in this forcing have countable domain, so by the usual argument we will be done if we can separate all members of the discrete family whose indices do not come from some given condition.
However, in a P-space we can get by with the following generalized version of an endowment:
there is a family 9 c Fn(S, 2, wr) of countable sets such that (i) each maximal antichain contains a member of 9 and (ii) for any p E Fn(S, 2, w,) and L, , L*E 3 there are g, E L,, g, E L2 so that P u gl u g2E MS, 2, wd.
This holds for any index set S in a model obtained by Levy collapsing a strongly inaccessible cardinal with finite conditions [3] . It is also shown there that the existence of such a family is preserved by countably closed forcing. Let (T be a strongly inaccessible cardinal below K. Collapsing v to or as above is a "mild" extension and so preserves the supercompactness of K (e.g. [lo, p. 1321) . Fn(S, 2, w,) will then be endowed in the sense above after we force with all or part of Fn( K, 2, w,), so all the previous ideas work. class contains a Baire set (a member of the a-algebra generated by the clopen sets) and so JU~ can be identified with a set of "codes" for Baire sets.
With this identification available, using Fubini's theorem, one gets that if I = J u K where Jn K =0, then forcing with Jll, is the same as forcing with JuJ followed by AK.
(For a precise statement of this, see [13] .) In particular, if G" is &,-generic over V, then G = {b E A,: b x 2K E G*} is &,-generic over V and {b E dd, : 2' x b E G*} extends uniquely to an AK-generic filter over V[ G] (both these statements can be best made precise using Baire codes). Furthermore, each a E Ju, has countable support S(a). Therefore if j is an elementary embedding of V into M with critical point K, then j(.&) = dj,,, = J%, * JG1,,,,_, (by the above remarks), j(u) = a for any a E A, (using Baire codes), and 1 is a master condition.
It follows that the rest of Section 2 goes through providing Lemma 1 .O and Theorem 1.4 hold for Ju, . Since -/II, is ccc and conditions have countable support we can carry out the factoring argument in the proof of Theorem 1.4. As discussed above, the forcing remaining is densely embedded in A, for some I and so the forcing poset is still endowed as in Lemma 1.0. (This fact follows trivially from other considerations in both the Cohen and the random real cases but is not always so-as in Remark 3.2). It remains only to show that Lemma 1.2 holds. As in the above proof, suppose p E Jur and p IF "9 is normalized".
We prove exactly as above that there is a separation for { Y,: y E I -S(p)}. Now S(p) is countable, rather than finite as before but the family {Y,: rES(P)hJ&Jw,:
rEI-S(P)H is normalized and therefore separated. It follows easily that 9 is separated. However Fn(K, 2) does not possess a nonempty family 9 with (*) such that V L, A V L2 # 0 for L, , L2 E 2 (where, for convenience, the Boolean operations refer to the category algebra). To see this, choose a sequence of maximal antichains {A,,: n < w} of Fn(K, 2) such that each A,,, refines A,, and each condition in A,, has size at least n. The important thing about {A,,: n < o} is that it is an instance of a violation of a kind of distributivity, that is, Now if 5!? is a collection with (*), then choose recursively f(n) E [A,,lCw n 3 so that Vf(n+l)<Vf(n) for each nsw. However, since /\, (Vf(n))=O, there is a maximal antichain A so that for each a E A there is an n < w with a A (V f( n)) = 0. Therefore for each A' E [A]'" there is an n < w with (V A') A (Vf( n)) = 0.
Remark 3.5. The Cohen and random real models of course differ with respect to measure and category. We have a simple topological example that distinguishes between the two models. Take countably many copies of w fl with the order topology. Form a quotient space by identifying all copies of the point w. Then in the random real model the point has character K, while in the Cohen model it has character c (see [13, p. 9111 )) is a substructure of J(Z). In order to ensure this we assumed that each point of %' has character less than K. One naturally wonders if this assumption is necessary. In fact it is not, as the one-point compactification of the discrete space K indicates, but some assumption is necessary since for example y(the ordinal space K + 1) is the space J(K) + 1 and
It is not only the cardinality of X which is the problem. For example, if for some A < K, V[ G] k 2" = K, then y"( A u {"u}), where % is any uniform ultrafilter on A, is not a subspace (in the above sense); the problem here is that the character of a uniform ultrafilter on A in M[ G*] will be Y(K) rather than K. The following theorem gives a necessary condition for ~"(55') to be a substructure of T(Z) which is also sufficient for many partial orders.
Definition. The tightness of a point x E X, t(x, X), is the least cardinal r such that for every Y c X with x E c there is a 2 E [Y]=' such that x E 2. i(X) is the least cardinal > t(z, X) for all x E X. The weight of a space Y, w( Y), is the minimum cardinality of a base for the topology. Then PZ u {y(x)> is a subspace of j'(z). But then -j(x) E j"Z in j(z) and therefore j(x) E Y in j(S), which was to be proved.
Note. We shall not need it here, but we note for use elsewhere that if e.g. t(X) = NO we would only need the weight of countable subspaces to be small.
Necessity:
Suppose XE X and t(x, X)2 K. Choose ZC X such that XEZ but x&z for any Z'EIZlcK. [J(Z)]"'"'.
Therefore j"(x)~j"(Z) but J(x)$r for a=Z'E However, if 7'2 is a substructure, this contradicts j'(x) EJ"Z and j;lZ E [J(Z)]"'"'. Now suppose YE [Xl<, and w( Y) 3 K. Then j"( Y) =JfrY has weight aj" (~) contradicting that 7"8? is a substructure with weight <Y(K). 0
We will be using Theorem 3.7 in Section 5. For it to have content, we need to know when tightness is preserved. Dow has several results on this; here we shall need only We will define by induction on the tree of finite sequences of ordinals less than T, ordered by extension, conditions p,, and points {y,~,: LY < T}. Given pU, take {YEAS: (Y < r}c_ Fpu and pUh,, a CT, such that XE {y,~,: (Y CT}, PU^, It-B"A, E A, and for any (Y < T and q E Fn(dom pU^,, 2), there is an a'< T such that q E puA,,. Claim p. IF 2 E An {y,,: u E T<~}". Suppose on the contrary that there is an open set u containing x and a q s pu such that q It fi n A n {yu : u E Tcw}" = 8.
Let u. = 0. Given pU,, choose p".+, s p", such that puH+, is compatible with q and, if possible, ]dom pum+, n dom ql> ]dom pun n dom 41. After finitely many steps we come to P", such that every extension of p", in the tree is compatible with q. Choose an (Y such that yv,~, E U. Then p",,,~~ IF iv_~, E 0 n A, contradiction. 0
